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0. Introduction 
One of the important results about prime ideals in the theory of dis- 
tributive lattices is the so-called prime ideal extension theorem. It states 
that every prime ideal of a sublattice of a distributive lattice can be 
lifted to a prime ideal of the containing lattice. (The reader who wants 
to familiarize with this and related results is referred to Sections 51 and 
52 of [5]). 
The purpose of the present paper is to study the various properties 
of sublattices in terms of the special properties of its prime ideal ex- 
tensions. For instance, we have shown in [5] that ideals have the unique 
extension property and that the extension mapping is monotone in- 
creasing. We shall now prove below that, conversely, the ideals are the 
only sublattices of a lattice with the unique and monotone extension 
property for its prime ideals. When applied to the theory of Riesz spaces 
we are able to settle in the affirmative a recent conjecture of A. C. Zaanen. 
We shall also present a characterization of the sublattices with the unique 
extension property. 
In another direction, if we demand that a sublattice has the property 
that every one of its prime ideals generates an ideal in the containing 
lattice which is prime, then it follows that the corresponding minimal 
prime ideal spaces are in one-to-one correspondence and, in fact, are 
homeomorphic if the containing lattice is a Boolean ring. For the theory 
of Riesz spaces this leads immediately to a generalization of a recent 
result of K. K. KUTTY and J. E. QUINN (see [4]) concerning the existence 
of projections in Archimedean Riesz spaces. The methods employed in this 
paper for obtaining this result are quite different from those employed in [4]. 
1. Preliminaries 
For the basic definitions and terminology of the theory of distributive 
lattices not explained in this section we refer the reader to [5]. We shall 
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include in this section, however, some definitions and results which the 
general reader may not be too familiar with. In the entire paper all 
the lattices are supposed to be distributive and to possess a smallest 
element. 
Let (X, 0) be a distributive lattice with smallest element 6. The lattice 
operations will be denoted by “V” or “sup”, I‘/\” or “inf”, and x<y is 
equivalent to z A y=x (x V y= y). The set of all prime ideals (ideal will 
always mean proper ideal) of X will be denoted by $2 its elements by w 
with or without subscripts. On 51 the hull-kernel topology is defined whose 
family of open sets will be denoted by x. We recall that the x-closure 
of a subset E C J2 is the hull h(k(E)) of the kernel k(E) of E, where 
k(E)= n (m: w E E) and h(k(E)) is the set of all w E $2 such that k(E) C CO. 
The x-topology is a To-topology and the family of sets of the form {o}%= 
= {w : x 4 o}, x E X, is a basis for its open sets. The sets {oI}, are x-compact 
for all x E X. The Stone representation theorem ([5], Theorem 6.6) states 
that the mapping x +- {o}~ is a lattice isomorphism of X onto the lattice 
of all x-compact open subsets of (9, x). 
The set Q can also be endowed with another topology, the so-called 
dual hull-kernel topology, and whose family of open sets will be denoted 
by 6x. The dual hull-kernel topology is the hull-kernel topology of the 
space of prime dual ideals or prime filters of X which are the complements 
of the prime ideals or the prime ideals of the opposite order of X. The 
&-closure of a subset E C 9 is now- the set of all w E .Q such that 
w C u (0: w E E). The space @,6x) is a To-space and the family of sets 
of the form {a)“= { w : x E co}, x E X, is a basis for its open sets. For all 
x E X, the sets {w}, are closed and compact in the &topology. Since X 
has a smallest element the space D is also &-compact. To see this assume 
that the family y = ((0) z: x E E) is a &open covering of 9 with basis 
sets and that none of the finite subfamilies of y cover 9. Then the family 
({w}~: x E E) of &closed and compact sets has the finite intersection 
property (abbr. f.i. property). From Stone’s representation theorem it 
follows that E has the f.i. property. Since by assumption 8 $ E, it follows 
from Zorn’s lemma that there exists a maximal dual ideal P satisfying 
E C F. We can conclude that UJ = X -3’ is a prime ideal with the property 
that cc) 4 (w} z f or all x E E which contradicts the hypothesis that y is a 
covering of In. Hence, Alexander’s subbase compactness criterion implies 
that Q is &-compact. 
A prime ideal is called minimal or a minimal prime ideal whenever its 
complement is a maximal dual ideal. Hence, every prime ideal contains 
at least one minimal prime ideal. The set of minimal prime ideals will be 
denoted by 52, and its elements by ,u with or without subscripts. The 
hull-kernel topology of !2 induces on Q, a Hausdorff topology with a 
basis {p}%= {w), n D ,,,, x E X, for its open sets of open and closed sets. 
The dual hull-kernel topology induces on Q, a topology which is obviously 
weaker than the hull-kernel topology and (Qn,, 6x) is a compact Ti-space. 
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The mapping z --f @jz of X onto the lattice of the open and closed 
subsets of Q, of the form &}z is a lattice homomorphism which, in general, 
is not one-to-one. 
For a subset A C X we shall denote by Ad the disjoint comp,kment 
of A, that is, x E Ad whenever x A y= 13 for all y E A. Then Aa is the 
smallest disjoint complement containing A. The family of all disjoint 
complements ordered by inclusion is a complete Boolean algebra denoted 
by &7(X). If z E X, then the smallest disjoint complement {~>@a containing 
x will also be denoted by ~9. By 3 we shall denote the sublattice of S? 
of all single disjoint complements tid, z E X. Then S is a distributive 
lattice with smallest element (131. The lattice operations in % are given 
by the formulas : tid Q yd”l if and only if N C ydd ; inf (xd”, yd”l) = (x A y)u = 
=x@ n ym; and sup (~9, yad) = (x V y)dd = (Xdd u ytld)dd. 
An ideal I C X is called a d-ideal whenever 2 E I implies a+ C I. We 
shall denote by .Qnd the subset of SL of all prime d-ideals. If a prime ideal 
,u is minimal, then x E ,D implies x dd Cp ([5], Theorem 5.4 (iv)), and so, 
every minimal prime ideal is a d-ideal. In symbols, 9, C 52a. It follows 
now very easily that if 1 is a prime ideal in 57, then CO, = {z: ti E 1) is a 
prime d-ideal, and, conversely, if w is a prime d-ideal, then &,,= {&a: x E w} 
is a prime ideal in x. Furthermore, il is minimal if and only if o1 is minimal. 
We conclude that (&, x) and (!&, 6x) can be identified with the prime 
ideal space of $7 with the hull-kernel topology and the prime ideal space 
of I with the dual hull-kernel topology respectively, and (SZm, x) and 
(Qm, 6x) are the corresponding minimal prime ideal spaces of % respectively. 
From b>%= {P}~ if and only if &d = p ([5], Theorem 6.5) it follows 
that the mapping 2 --f b}z is now a lattice isomorphism of % into the 
lattice of the subsets of Qn, of the form bjz, x E X. 
Following H. WALLMAN ([8], Lemma 3), we shall say that a distributive 
lattice (X, 13) has the disjun&n property if x, y E X and x fy implies the 
existence of an element z E X such that one of x A z, y A z is 13 and the 
other is not. From the definition it follows immediately that 57 has the 
disjunction property. Concerning the disjunction property we have the 
following result. The simple proof is left to the reader. 
(1.1) THEOREM. Let (X, f3) be a distributive lattice. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X has the disjunction property. 
(ii) For all x E X we have y E da if and only if y <x. 
(iii) The m&ping x -+ (,u}% of X into the algebra of all subsets of Q, is 
one-to-one. 
(iv) The mapping x + dd of X onto % is a l&ice knnorphism. 
(v) Every prime ideal is a d-ideal, in symbols, Q=i&. 
Boolean rings have the disjunction property. The following characteri- 
zation of Boolean rings will be used later. 
17 Indagationes 
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(1.2) THEOREM. Let (X, 13) be a distributive lattice. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(i) X is a Boolean ring (3 is a Boolean ring). 
(ii) Q=Q2, (&=Q,). 
(iii) {o)~ is x-closed for all x E X (&}z is x-compact fm all x E X). 
(iv) For each x E X, the x-topology coincides with the dx-topology on {w}+ 
(The x-topology and the &-topology coincide on each &}%, x E X). 
In particular, X is a Boolean algebra if and only if the x and the 6x- 
topologies coincide on Sz. 
For a proof we refer the reader to [5], Chap. 1, sec. 8. 
We say that 3 acts as a Boolean ring of projections on X whenever for 
each XEX we have X=xdVx ad, that is, every element y E X can be written 
(uniquely) in the form y= yl V yz with yl E xd and y2 E Xdd. Since 9 has the 
disjunction property its lattice of its single disjoint complements is iso- 
morphic to the lattice of its principal ideals. In view of this it follows 
that 3 acts as a ring of projections on S if and only if % is a Boolean ring. 
(1.3) THEOREM. Let (X, 0) be a distributive lattice. Then 3 acts as a 
ring of projection on X if and only if % is a Boolean ring and X is normal, 
that is, every prime ideal in X contain8 a unique minimal prime ideal. 
For the proof of (1.3) we refer the reader to [5], Exercise 8.9 and 
Theorem 37.11. 
We shall now assume that (X, 19) is a sublattice (sublattice always 
means proper sublattice) of a distributive lattice (X’, 0). All the symbols 
which will be used to denote the elements of the theory of x’ will be 
given a “prime” to distinguish them from the corresponding elements 
of X. Thus %’ will denote the lattice of the single disjoint complements 
of X’. The sublattice of 3’ of all the elements of the form xd’d’, x E X, 
will be denoted by 31. We shall say that X is strongly order dense in X’ 
(co-initial in X’) whenever 8 <x’ E X’ implies there is an element x E X 
such that 0 <x <x’. If 9Yi is strongly order dense in 3, then X is called 
d-order dense in X’. It is clear that strongly order dense implies d-order 
dense. For disjunctive lattices the two concepts coincide. 
(1.4) LEMMA. If X is d-order denee in X’, then Add=X n Ad’d’ for 
all ACX. 
PROOF. We have only to show that x@d’ n X =a+J for all x E X. If 
there exists an element y E dd and y $ ti’d’ n X, then A?’ being disjunctive 
implies that there is an element z’ E X’ such that 8 <z’ E yd’d’ and z’ E &‘. 
From the hypothesis it follows that there is an element z E X such that 
8 <z E z’d’d’. Hence, z E tid and z E ti contradicting z #O; and the proof 
if finished. 
For disjunctive lattices we have the following result. 
(1.5) LEMMA. If X’ is disjunctive, then X is strongly order dense in 
X’ if and only if x1= sup (x: 8gx~x’ and XEX) for each x’EX’. 
PROOF. Let y’ E X’ be an upper bound of the set A = {x: x E X and 
XGX’), where 0<x’ E X’. If y’ A x’ <x’, then there is an element x’ such 
that 8 Q Z’ <x’ and Z’ A (x’ A y’) = 8. Since X is strongly order dense in X’ 
there is an element z E X such that 8 <Z ~2’. Hence, Z’ GX’ implies x E A 
and x A (y’ A x’) <z’ A (y’ A x’) = 8 shows that z E A”, and so, we have 
arrived at the contradiction z #B, z f A and z E Ad and the proof is finished. 
For a subset A of X we shall denote by v(A) the set of all x’ E X’ for 
which there exists an element x E A such that x’ QX. If A is an ideal 
in X, then v(A) is an ideal satisfying A =pl(A) n X, and so, if the ideals 
Al, AZ are different, then go #&4z). It is now easy to see that v is 
a lattice isomorphism of the lattice of all ideals of X into the lattice of 
all ideals I’ of X’ satisfying pl(X n I’) = I’. It is obvious that v is onto 
if and only if X = X’. 
If y(X) =X’, that is, for each x’ E X’ there is an element x E X such 
that X’GX, then X is said to cover X’ (co-final in Xl). 
We shall turn now to the distributive lattices determined by a Riesz 
space. If L is a Riesz space, then an ideal I in L is also a linear subspaoe 
of L. For this reason the prime ideal space of L is essentially the Stone 
representation space of the simple relation between pairs of elements 
f, g E L of the form : There exists a constant 01> 0 such that aIf 1~ 191. 
In other words, the prime ideal space of L is the prime ideal space of the 
distributive lattice (XL, f3) of the principal ideals of L, where 8 is the zero 
ideal (0). We shall denote the prime ideal space of XL by QL, and, 
similarly, QL, and QLd denote the subsets of the minimal prime ideals 
and the prime d-ideals of L respectively. The hull-kernel and the dual 
hull-kernel topology shall again be denoted by x and 6x respectively. 
The distributive lattice XL of the single disjoint complements fu, f E L 
is isomorphic to the distributive lattice of the single disjoint complements 
of XL. 
Since L is a Riesz space the distributive lattice XL has some additional 
properties. Besides that it satisfies an infinite distributive law ([5]. Theorem 
12.2) it has the important property that every ideal containing a prime 
ideal as a subset is prime and consequently every family of prime ideals 
containing a given prime ideal is totally ordered by inclusion ([5]. Chap. 5). 
Let L be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space L’. For every subset A C L 
we shall denote again by v(A) the set of all f’ E L’ for which there exists 
an element g E A such that If’] G 191. If I C L is an ideal, then ~(1) is an 
ideal in L’. If f E L and AI E XL is the ideal generated by f, then y(Af) = 
= Af’ E XL’ is the principal ideal generated by f in L’, and At= Af’ n L. 
Thus XL is lattice isomorphic to the sublattice v(XL) of XL’. We shall 
always assume XL to be identified with this sublattice of XL’. The reader 
should observe, however, that the sublattice .!TLl of ZL’ of all single 
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disjoint complements of the form fd’d’, f E L, is not necessarily the v-image 
of SYL, i.e., in general, fd’d’ #q@d). 
We shall say that L is strongly order den-se in L’ whenever XL is strongly 
order dense in XL’, that is, if 0 #f’ E L’, then there is an element g E L 
such that O<g<lf’l. L is called d-order dense in L’ whenever XL is d-order 
dense in XL’, i.e., if 0 #f’ EL’, then L n {f’)d’d’ z(O). 
It was observed by A. BIGARD ([2], Lemma 2) that for Archimedean 
lattice ordered groups d-order dense implies strongly order dense. For 
Archimedean Riesz spaces we have the following result supplementing the 
Lemma’s 1.4 and 1.5. 
(1.6) THEOREM. Let L be a Riesz subspace of the Archimedean Riesz 
subspace L’. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) L is d-order dense in L’, i.e., ~‘a’@’ n L #{0} for all O<u’ EL’. 
(ii) L is strongly order dense in L’. 
(iii) Every Ocu’ EL’ satisJies sup (v: O~v~u’, v EL) =u’. 
(iv) The mapping B’ --f B = B’ n L is a Boolean isomorphism of the Boolean 
algebra of all bati in L’ onto the Boolean algebra of all banda in L, 
and the inverse mapping is given by B’ = (B’ n L)d’d’. 
PROOF. We shall only prove that (i) =+ (ii), the rest, which is the easier 
part of the proof, is left to the reader. Let O<u’ E L’ and let 0 <u E L 
satisfy u E u’d’d’. Since L’ is Archimedean there is a constant or>0 such 
that (u’ --au)+> 0. If 0 <v E {(u’ -au)+>,‘,‘, then inf (v, (u’ --01u)-) = 0, and 
so w = inf (au, v) E L satisfies 
(u’ -w)-= inf (( v -u’)+, (u’ -au)-) < inf (v, (u’ --au)-) = 0. 
Hence 0~ w Q u’ ; and the proof is finished. 
As before we shall say that L cover8 L’ if q(L) = L’. It is obvious that 
L covers L’ if and only if XL covers XL’. 
2. Unique extensions of prime ideals 
Let (X, 6) be a sublattice of a distributive lattice (X’, 6). One of the 
important and perhaps not too well-known results of the theory of prime 
ideals is that every prime ideal cu of X can be extended to a prime ideal 
of X’. By this we mean that there exists a prime ideal o’ of X’ such that 
o=X n CIJ’ ([5], Theorem 51.8, sec. 52 and Example 52.6). It is a natural 
question to ask which sublattices have the unique prime ideal extension 
property. It was shown by the author ([5], Theorem 51.8 (ii)) that if the 
sublattice X is an ideal of X’, then every prime ideal w in X can be extended 
in one and only one way to a prime ideal o’ of X’. Furthermore, the 
unique extension oY of w consists of all x’ E X’ such that x A x’ E w for 
all xeX. 
The purpose of this section is to examine in some detail the conditions 
for a sublattice in order to possess the unique prime ideal extension 
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property. In applying it to the theory of Riesz spaces we shall affirm a 
conjecture raised by A. C. Zaanen (oral communication). 
Many years ago it was shown by M. H. STONE [7] that diatributive 
lattices possess sufficiently many prime ideals as to separate its elements. 
More precisely, if I is an ideal of (X, 0) and 2 4 I, then there exists a 
prime ideal o of X such that I C o and x $ w. In fact every ideal J 
containing I and maximal with respect to the property x 4 J is prime. 
We shall need this result in a slightly extended form, which we shall call 
the prime ideal sepuration lemma. It is also due to M. H. STONE ([7], 
Theorem 6). But it has been rediscovered, in one form or another, by 
several mathematicians including the author (e.g. [l] and [3]). For the 
sake of completeness we shall include a proof of the theorem. 
We recall that a non-empty subset F C (X, 6) is 8aid to have the finite 
intersection property whenever 19 $ F and x, y E F implies x A y E F. 
(2.1) THEOREM. (Prime ideal separation lemma). If F is a non-empty 
SUbSet of a distributive lattice (X, 0) with the finite intersection property and 
if I is an ideal of X such that I n F =0, then there exists a prime ideal w 
of X such that I C o and F n w=(l). In particular, any ideal J of X con- 
taining I and which is maximal with respect to the property F n J= 0 is 
a prime ideal. 
PROOF. From Zorn’s lemma it follows immediately that there exists 
an ideal J such that I C J and J is maximal with respect to the property 
J n F = 6. We shall now show that J is a prime ideal. If J is not a prime 
ideal, then there exists a pair of elements z, y E X such that x A y E J 
and x 4 J and y 4 J. From the maximality property of J and the f.i.p. 
of F it follows immediately that there is an element z E J such that the 
element x V z and the element y V z are contained in the dual ideal S 
generated by F. Hence, (xAy)Vz=(zVz)A(yVz)~rS. From xA~EJ 
and z E J it follows that (x A y) V z E J, contradicting (x A y) V z E S; and 
the proof is finished. 
The prime ideal separation lemma has a number of important conse- 
quences. One of them is the prime ideal extension theorem. ([5], Theo- 
rem 51.8). 
(2.2) THEOREM. If 0 is a prime ideal of a sublattice (X, 0) of a o?is- 
tributive lattice (X’, e), then there exists a prime ideal W’ of X’ such that 
W=W’ n X’. 
PROOF. Observe that F = X -w is non-empty and has the &rite inter- 
section property. Furthermore, if v(w) is the ideal of X’ generated by w, 
then I&W) n F = 0. From the prime ideal separation lemma it follows that 
there is a prime ideal w’ of X’ such that V(U) C w’ and w’ n F = 0. Observe 
now that w’ n X = w’ n (F u w) = w n w’ = w, and so, w’ is an extension 
of w and the proof is complete. 
It is also not without interest to observe that the prime ideal separation 
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lemma implies and is implied by the statement that the sets {oj2, x E X 
are compact in the (x, &)-topology. In this form the result is due inde- 
pendently to J. HASHIMOTO [3] and S. J. BERNAU [I]. Also in this form 
it was used by these authors to prove that every distributive lattice can 
be imbedded in a Boolean ring g(X), namely the Boolean ring of all 
(x, &)-open-closed and compact subsets of Q. Since Q is homeomorphic 
to the Stone space of &3(X) it follows also easily from this fact that every 
prime ideal of (X, 0) has a unique extension to 93. 
If (X, 0) is a proper ideal in (X’, e), then not only every prime ideal 
of X can be extended uniquely to a prime ideal of X’ but the extension 
is monotone increasing in the following sense. If A’ is an ideal of X’ and 
co is a prime ideal of X such .that A’ A X C o, then its unique extension 
o’ satisfies A’ C cu’. Indeed, observe that, if A’ n X C cr), then x1 E A’ 
implies that x1 A x E w for all x E X, and so, x’ E 0’. In view of this we 
now insert the following definition. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. A sublattice (X, 19) of a distributive lattice (X’, 0) is 
said to have the monotone prime ideal extension property whenever for every 
ideal A’ C X’ and prime ideal o of X satisfying A’ n X C o the prime ideal 
w can be extended to a prime ideal W’ of X’ such that A’ C CO’. 
If a sublattice (X, 0) has the monotone extension property, then it 
follows, in particular, that if wi, ws are two prime ideals of X satisfying 
wi C 0s and if 01’ is an extension of wi to a prime ideal of X’, then there 
exists an extension 02’ of 02 such that 01’ C ~2’. It is not without interest 
to observe now that if (X, 0) is not a Boolean ring and (X’, 0) is the 
Boolean ring generated by (X, e), then (X, 0) does not have the monotone 
extension property. Indeed, since (X, 0) is not a Boolean ring it has prime 
ideals 01 C ws and wr ~02 and so the unique extensions WI’, 02’ of wi 
and w2 respectively satisfy wi’ 202’ but being maximal ideals neither 
WI’ C 02’ nor wz’ C WI’ holds. 
Assume now that (X, 0) is a sublattice of (X’, 0) and that X’ coincides 
with the ideal generated by X, i.e., X covers X’. Then for every prime 
ideal w’ of X’ the set w’ n X is a prime ideal. The prime ideal extension 
theorem implies that the mapping h: w’ -+ w’ n X of Q’ into Q is an onto 
mapping. Furthermore, h-1( {w}z) = {w’} o s h ows that h is x-continuous. In 
case that X has the monotone extension property we have the following 
result. 
(2.4) THEOREM. If (X, 0) is a sublattice of (Xl, 0) which covers X’ and 
which has the monotone prime ideal extension property. Then the mapping 
h: w’ + w’ n X of Q’ onto !2 is not only x-continuous but also x-closed. 
PROOF. We only need to show that h is x-closed. To this end, assume 
that F’ C Q’ is x-closed. Then P’ = { w’ : w’ E 9’ and ker (3”) C w’}. Ker (P’) 
is an ideal of X’ satisfying X n ker (3”) C h(w’) for all w’ E P’, and so, 
h(P) C hull (X n ker (al)). On the other hand, if w E Sz is such that 
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X n ker (3”) C o, then it follows from the monotone prime ideal extension 
property that there exists an element CO’ E 9’ such that w’ is an extension 
of w and ker (3”) C w’. Hence, CO’ E F’, and so, h(F’)= hull (X n ker (F’)) 
is x-closed. This completes the proof. 
We have already shown that ideals have the unique and monotone 
extension property. Conversely, we have now the following result. 
(2.5) THEOREM. A sublattice (X, 0) of a lattice (X’, 0) haa the unique 
and monotone prime ideal extension property if and only if X is an ideal. 
PROOF. We have only to show that the condition is sufficient. For 
that purpose we may assume that X’ is the ideal generated by X. From 
the uniqueness of the extension it follows that the mapping h : CO’ -+ CO’ n X 
is one-to-one and onto. Hence, by Theorem 2.4, h is a homeomorphism 
of Q’ onto J2. For an element x’ E X’, the set {w’}%* is open and compact, 
and so, h((o’},e) is open and compact in 52. Hence h({o’},~) = {o}~ for 
some x E X. We conclude that {co’},* = {o’}%, and so, x’ =x E X, and the 
proof is finished. 
It is of importance to give an easy and nontrivial condition for a 
sublattice to have the monotone extension property. To this end, we 
introduce the following definition. 
(2.6) DEFINITION. Let (X, 0) be a sublattice of a distributive Lattice 
(Xl, 0). Then X is &led a p-sublattice of X’ whenever x, y E X and y’ E X’ 
satisfying y=x v y’ implies that for each prime ideal cd of X’ such that 
y’ E o’ there is an element .z E w’ n X such that y=x V x. 
It is obvious that every ideal of X’ is a p-sublattice. More important 
we have the following result. 
(2.7) THEOREM. If (X, t9) is a p-sublattice of (X’, O), then X k the 
monotone prime ideal extension property. 
PROOF. Let 1’ be an ideal of X’ and let w be a prime ideal of X 
satisfying I’ n X C o. If J’ denotes the ideal generated by I’ and w, 
then we shall first show that J’ n X= w. To this end, we shall first show 
that there is a prime ideal 0.9 of X’ such that I’ C w’ and o’ n X C o. 
To see this observe that it follows from Zorn’s lemma that there exists 
an ideal IO’ of X’ such that I’ C 10’ and 10’ is maximal with respect to 
the property that 10’ n X C CO. We shall prove that 10’ is a prime ideal. 
If not, then there exist elements x’, y’ E X’ such that x’ A y’ E,Io’ and 
z’ $ IO’ and y’ 4 10’. From the maximal&y property of 10’ it follows that 
there exist elements zi’, za’ E 10’ and elements x, y E X satisfying the 
following relations x < 2’ V zl’, y<y’Vz~’ and ~$0 and y#w. Hence, 
x A y < (x’ A y’) V (x’ A 22’) V (xi’ A y’) V (xi’ V 22’) E 10 implies z A y E 10’ n 
n X C CO. Since o is prime we obtain that x E cr) or y E OJ contradicting 
x $ u) and y # w and it follows that IO’ is prime. To prove that J’ n X = co 
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we observe that w C J’ f~ X and if w # J’ n X, then there are elements 
x,y~Xandz~I’such that z=yVz’, YEW, x$o. Since z’EI’ implies 
2’ E IO’, which is prime, it follows from the hypothesis that there is a 
z E Is’ n X C w such that z= y V z, and so, z E w, i.e. J’ n X=o. Consider 
now the set X --w = F. Then F is nonempty and has the finite intersection 
property and F I-I J’ = $3. From the prime ideal separation lemma it follows 
that there exists a prime ideal w’ of X’ such that J’ C o’ and CO’ n F = $4. 
Since I’ C J’ it follows that I’ Co’, and CO’ n F = P, implies that w’ n X C co. 
But J’ C w’ implies that J’ n X= co C o’, and so, w’ is an extension 
of CO and the proof is finished. 
From Theorem 2.6 we can now deduce immediately the following result. 
(2.8) THEOREM. A p-sublattice (X, 19) of a distributive lattice (X’, f3) 
haa the unique extension property if and only if it is an ideal. 
We shall now give in the following result a few examples of p-sublattices. 
(2.9) THEOREM. (i) Every subring of a Boolean ring is a p-sublattice. 
(ii) If L is a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space L’, then XL is a p-sublattice 
of XL’. 
PROOF. (i) If a is a subring of 9 and y=x V y’ with x, y E L% and 
y’~A9’, then y=xV(y-z), and y-x<y’. 
(ii) If O<f,gEL and O<f’EL’ such that A,= sup(A,, Ar), where AI, 
A, and Af are the ideals generated by f, g and f’ in L’ respectively, then 
there is no loss in generality to assume that f =g+ f’. Then f = g + (f -g), 
i.e., f’=f -g, and the result follows. 
We are now in a position to prove the following theorem. 
(2.10) THEOREM. (i) A subring of a Boolean ring has the unique 
prime ideal extension property if and only if it is an ideal. 
(ii) Let L be a Riesz subspace of a Rieaz space L’. Then L hu..~ the unique 
p&me ide4-d extension property if and only if O<f’<g EL, f’ EL’ implies 
the existence of a constant a> 0 and an element 0 <f E L such that af < f’ < f. 
(iii) If L’ is the De&kind completion of an Archimedean Riesz space L, 
then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) L has the unique prime ideal extension property. 
(b) 0~ f’ E L’ implies the existence of a constant LY>O and an element 
O<f E L such that O<af<f’<f. 
(c) The mapping I + q(I) of the set of ideals of L into the set of ideals 
of L’ is onto. 
Furthermore, if (a) hold.~, then L has the projection property, and so, if, 
in addith, L is uniformly complete, then L = L’. 
PROOF. (i) Combine (2.8) with (2.9) (i). 
(ii) Let y(L) be the ideal generated by L in L’. Then since y(L) has 
the unique extension property in L’ it follows that L has the unique 
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extension property with respect to p(L). Then combine (2.8) with (2.9) (ii) 
and the required result X(&5)) = XL follows. 
(iii) The (b) ( ) e c is immediate and is due to J. MASTER~ON [6]. The 
equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from (i). We shall now prove that (a) 
implies that L has the projection property. To this end, let A CL be a 
band and let O<u E L. Set u’= sup (v: Ogv~u and v E A). If u’=O, then 
there is nothing to prove. If u’> 0, then by (b) there is a w E L and 01>0 
such that MW < u’ Q w. Observe now that sup (inf (v, aw) : v Q u and v E A) = 
=olw, and so, 01w E A, that is, w E A. Let ur= inf (u, w). Then v E A and 
v<u implies v<ui. But ur<u and ui E A implies that ur= sup (v: O<v<u 
and v E A) which finishes the proof. The last part of the theorem is a 
consequence of Theorem 42.6 of [5]. This completes the proof. 
REMARKS. 1. The equivalence of (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.10 (iii) 
was conjectured by A. C. Zaanen (oral communication). 
2. If L is a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space L’, then the condition 
of Theorem 2.10 (ii) is implied by the following condition : If 0 cf’, g’ E L’ 
and O< f’ <g’, then there exists an element f E L such that f’ g f <g’. This 
condition is, in fact, stronger in the sense that if L’ if Archimedean, then 
L= L’. This follows immediately from the fact that if 0 <f’ E L’ is an 
atom, then the condition implies that f’ E L. If u c f’ is not an atom, then 
there are elements O< fl’, fz’ satisfying sup (fl’, fz’) < f’ and inf (fl’, fz’) = 0. 
Hence, f’-flkf’, f’-fi’<f’ and sup (f’ -fl’, f’ -fz’) = f’ - inf (fl’, fz’) =f’ 
and so, if fl and fzE L such that f’-fl’<fl<f’, and f’-fz’<fz<f’ re- 
spectively, then f’= sup (fr, fz) EL. (By Quinn if ~5’ is Ded. compl.). 
We shall now turn to the general question of characterizing the unique 
extension property. Let (X, 13) be a sublattice of (X’, 13) and let @ be 
the Boolean ring generated by (X’, 19). Then (X, 0) is a sublattice of 5V’ 
and the Boolean ring generated by X in kl#’ will be denoted by g. Using 
the fact that X and X’ have the unique extension property with respect 
to g and a’ respectively and Theorem 2.10 (i) the following theorem 
is now immediate. 
(2.11) THEOREM. A sublattice (X, 0) of a distributive lattice (xl, 0) has 
the unique prime ideal exten&on property if and only if the Boolean ring 
68 generated by (X, (3) is an ideal of the Boolean ring @ generated by X’. 
PROOF. The easy proof is left to the reader. 
REMARK. In the theory of commutative rings there is a corresponding 
result, due to I. S. COHEN and A. SEIDENBERG ([5], Ex. 52.6), concerning 
the lifting of prime ideals of a subring to the containing ring. 
Let R be a subring of a commutative ring R’. R’ need not have a unit 
element. We do assume, however, that R’ is integrally dependent on R, 
that is, for every r’ E R’ there exists a unitary polynomial p(x) =xn+ 
+ an-1x*-i + . . . + a0 with coefficients in R such that r)(r)) = 0. Such subrings 
of R’ are in a sense analogous to the p-sublattices introduced in Definition 
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2.6. If R’ is integrally dependent on R, then it follows immediately that 
R has the following properties. The proofs which are analogous to the 
corresponding proofs for the lattice case are deleted. 
(i) If P’ is a prime ideal of R’ and R C P’, then R’= P’. Indeed, for 
r’ 4 P’ we have that r’n+ an-+-i +...+a~=O,andsoRCP’impliesthat 
(r’)n E P’, and since P’ is prime it follows that r’ E P’. 
(ii) If P is a prime of R and I’ is an ideal of R’ such that I = I’ n R C P, 
then the ideal J’ generated by I’ and P satis$es J’ I? R C P. 
(iii) (Prime ideal separation lemma). If M is a nonempty multiplicative 
subset of R’ and I’ is an ideal such that I’ n M = pl, then there exists a prime 
ideal P’ such that I’ C P’ and M n P’=0. 
(iv) (Monotone prime ideal extension property). If I’ is an ideal of R’ 
and P is a prime ideal of R such that I’ n R C P’, then there is a prime 
ideal P’ of R’ such that I’ C P’ and P= P’ n R. 
If spec (R) denotes the space of prime ideals of R with the hull-kernel 
topology, then (iv) and (i) now imply the following result analogous to 
Theorem 2.4. 
(v) The mapping zz: P’ -+ P’ n R of spec (R’) into spec (R) is con- 
tinuous, closed and onto. 
It is now not difficult to see that the following theorem is analogous 
to Theorem 2.5. 
(2.12) THEOREM. If the commutative ring R’ is integrally dependent on 
the subring R, then R has the unique prime ideal extension property if and 
only if for each r’ E R’ there exist Jinitely many elements rl, . . . . rn E R such 
that the radical of r’ in R’ is equal to the radical in R’ of the set of elements 
{rl, . . . . r,}. 
PROOF. If R has the unique extension property, then the mapping n 
is a homeomorphism. Hence, if r’ E R’, then {P’),., = u ({P’>,: r E R and 
(p’), c {P’}r*,. s ince {P’},., is a compact subset of spec (R’) it follows 
that there exist finitely many elements ri, . .., r, E R such that {P’r, = 
={pl}rl u . . . u {P’],,. We conclude that every prime ideal P’ containing 
r’ must satisfy {ri, . . ., r,> C P’ and conversely, that is, the radical of r’ 
is equal to the radical of {ri, . . ., r%}. Conversely, assume that PI’ #P2’ 
and n(P1’)=3c(P~‘). From PI’ #Pz’ we may conclude without loss of 
generality that there is an element r’ E R’ such that PI’ E {P’},.* and 
Ps’ $ (P’},.,. From the hypothesis it follows that there exists a finite set 
of elements {ri, . . . . r,} C R such that PI’ E 6 {P’},, and Pz’ $ b {P’},,. 
We conclude that {ri, . . . . r,} C n(Pz’) ani-:ri, . . . . rn) $ n(Pi’;r’and a 
contradiction is obtained finishing the proof. 
3. Relations between prime ideal extensions and projection properties 
In the preceding section we have characterized the sublattices of a 
distributive lattice with the unique extension property as well as the 
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unique and monotone extension property. In this section we shall discuss 
the properties of the sublattices of a given lattice X’ for which the mapping 
v maps prime ideals into prime ideals. Of course, this condition is of no 
interest for ideals. We may expect, however, that such sublattices X 
of X’, if they exist at all, have to be close in a sense to X’. This is certainly 
indicated by a recent result of KUTTY and QUINN [4]. It states that if 
L’ is the Dedekind completion of an Archimedean Riesz space L and if 
v maps prime ideals of L into prime ideals in L’, then L has the projection 
property and L may be different from L’. Previously it was observed by 
J. J. MASTERSON [6] that, conversely, if L has the projection property, 
then q maps prime ideals of L into prime ideals of L’. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
(3.1) LEMMA. If (X,0) is a sublattice of (X’, 13) which covers X’ and 
y(w) is prime for all OJ E Q, then y maps Qnz onto 9,‘. 
PROOF. Let ,U E 9, and let LO’ E D’ satisfy o’ C a(,~). Then X n o’ = 
= w E D and (u C ,u implies w = p. Hence, v(p) C o’ C q(p) implies o’ = &u), 
i.e., f&cc) E 9, . ’ We shall now prove that the mapping is onto. If ,u”’ E Q,‘, 
then w=$ n X E Q and satisfies v(o) C ,u’. Hence, q(w) =p’, and so, if 
p C w, then F(P) C v(w) =P ’ implies v(p) =$ ; and the proof is finished. 
In the theory of Riesz spaces the converse to Lemma 3.1 holds. This 
is a consequence of the fact that in a Riesz space any ideal containing 
a prime ideal is a prime ideal. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let L be a Riesz subspace of a Riesx space L’ covering L’. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) 91 maps prime ideals into prime ideals, 
(ii) ~1 maps minimal prime ideals into minimal prime ideals. 
(iii) y maps minimal prime ideals into prime ideals. 
In that case, v maps QL, onto QL,‘. 
We shall leave the easy proof to the reader. 
(3.3) LEMMA. If (X, 6) is a sublattice of (X', 19) which covers X’ and 
Q)(O) E Q for all CO E Q, then the mapping v is a Gx-homeomorphism of 
(JCL, 6x) onto (Qn,‘, 6 x and the inverse mapping pl-1 is x-continuous. ) 
PROOF. Observe that ~(b>~) = @‘}Z and v(b)“) = {$p for all x E X. 
The first relation implies that v-1 is x-continuous and the second relation 
implies that 9-i is also &-continuous. Since, by Lemma 3.1, ,u’ = pl(,~’ n X) 
for all ,u’ E Qm’ it follows that if 5’ E ,u’, then there exists an element 2 E X 
such that x’ GX. Hence, p)--1(($)s’) = u ({pL)5: x> x’, x E X) is a &-open 
subset of OR,. We conclude that p is also &-continuous; and the proof 
is finished. 
We are particularly interested in determining when q is a x-homeo- 
morphism as well. In this direction we have the following result. 
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(3.4) LEMMA. If the sublattice (X,8) covers (X’, 6) and Q~(W)E Q' for 
all w E 9, then q is a x-homeomorphism of (Q,, x) onto (am’, x) if and only 
if for each x1 E X’ and for each ,u E a,,, satisfying x’d’d’ n X C ,u it follows 
that x’ E p(p). In that cuse, X is d-order dense in X’. 
PROOF. 9 is x-continuous if and only if @(&‘)z’) is x-closed for all 
x’ E X’ if and only if v-r(jj/)z’) is equal to the hull of its kernel for all 
~1’ E Sz,,,‘. We shall prove that k(v-l(b’)“‘) =x’d’d’ n X. It is obvious that 
x’d’d’ n X C ~(IJ.+((,u’)“‘)). To prove equality assume that there is an 
element y E X such that y E k(v-I(@‘)“‘)) and y 6 x’d’d’ n X. The latter 
condition implies that there exists an element 0 < y’ E X’ such that y’ Q y 
and x’ A y’ =8. From x’ A y’ =8 we conclude that {$}y, C {,u’>“‘, and so 
there exists an element y’ E Q ,,,I satisfying x’ E ,u’ and y’ 6 ~1’. It follows 
now from x’ E $ and y E k(+({$)“‘)) that y E p’ A X. Hence, y’ < y 
implies that y’ E &i n X) =,u’ contradicting y’ + ,u’. It is now easy to 
see that y-l((,~‘>z’) is x-closed if and only if x’d’d’ n X’ C ,u E on, implies 
x1 E p’. 
We shall now prove that X is d-order dense in X’. To this end, assume 
that there exists an element x’ E X’ such that x’d’d’ n X = (0). Observe 
that the set F = {x: x > x’ and x E X} is not empty and hlts the f.i. property. 
Hence, there exists a minimal prime ideal ,u E Qn, such that F n ,u= c3. 
From x’d’d’ n X= (0) C ,u it follows that x’ E &u), i.e., there is an element 
x E F such that x E ,u, contradicting ,u n F = 8; and the proof is finished. 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.4 we have the following 
result. 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.4, if 
%i=%“, i.e., for each x’ E X’ there is an element x EX such that Xd’d’ =x’d’d’, 
then q~ is a x-homeomwphism. In that case, 9? and 9?^’ are isomorphic. 
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Assume that the sublattice (X, 0) of (X’, 0) covers X’ 
and assume that y(w) E $2 for all cc) E 9. Then 2”’ is a Boolean ring imp&m 
that v is a x-homeomorphism and for each x1 E X’ there is an element x E X 
such that &‘d’=x’d’d’, and so, X is d-order dense in X’. Furthermore, the 
mapping x’d’d’ -+ x’d’d’ n X is a Boolean isomorphism of %’ onto 3. 
PROOF. If %“’ is a boolean ring, then it follows from Theorem 1.2 that 
the sets &‘}zp are x-compact for all x’ E X’. Since pl-1 is x-continuous we 
have that for each x E X, the mapping q-1 is a one-to-one x-continuous 
mapping of the x-compact Hausdorff space {,u’}~ onto the Hausdorff space 
&}%. Hence {,u}~ is x-compact for all x E X and on each {,u}%, x E X, the 
mapping q~ defines a x-homeomorphism of (p}, onto (cl’}z. In order to 
show now that v is a x-homeomorphism we have to show that q~i(&‘}~,) 
is x-open for all x’ E X’. Since X covers X’ it follows that there exists 
an element x E X such that x’ <x, and so, &‘}%e is an open subset of (lu’jz. 
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The mapping y being continuous on bjz it follows that IJ+(&‘}~~) is 
x-open in @}%, and so since b}% is open in Q,, we conclude thst IJI-~(~$‘}~*) 
is x-open in Q2, for s,ll x’ E X’. Observe now that ~1 is a x-homeomorphism 
implies that for each x’ E X’, b’}zs = U (b’>%: z E x’d’d’ n X). From the 
x-compactness of b’} z’ we conclude that there is sn element x E x’d’d’ n X 
such that b’}z, = b’jz, i.e., x’d’d’ =Xd’d’. Since all the sets b}%, x E X are 
compact it follows from Theorem 1.2 that % is a Boolean ring and the rest 
of the theorem follows now easily. 
For the following theorem we need a lemma. 
(3.7) LEMMA. I/ (X, 0) C (X’, 13) covers X’ and cp(0) E JY for all w E Q 
and X’ has the property that every prime ideal contains a unique minimal 
prime ideal, then also every prime ideal in X contains a unique minimal 
prime ideal. 
PROOF. Let o E Q and ~1, ,UZ E 52 ,,, satisfy p C w and ~2 C w. Then 
d/m) c Q)(m), d-4 c P( o and, by Lemma 3.1, &.Q), 944 E 9,‘. Hence 1 
by hypothesis, &,~r) =I&& and so, p being one-to-one implies that 
,UI =,u2 ; and the proof is finished. 
We recall that % acts as a ring of projections on X whenever a+ V xdd = X 
for all z E X. In the same vein we shall say that the Boolean algebra A?(X) 
of X of all its disjoint complements acts as an algebra of projections on 
X if A V A&=X for all A E G?(X). It is not difficult to show that 9? acts 
as an algebra of projections on X if and only if $5 does and % is Dedekind 
complete (cf. [5], Theorem 42.7). 
For sublattices of distributive lattices the theorem of KUTTY and 
QUINN [4] quoted above takes on the following form. 
(3.8) THEOREM. Let (X, 19) be a sublattice of (X’, 0) and mmme that 
X covers X’ and &2) C Q’. 
(i) If 37 acts as a ring of projections on X’, then S acts as a ring of 
projections on X. Furthermore, for every x’ E X’ there exists an element 
x E X such that &‘a’ =x’d’d’. The mapping x’d’d’ + x’d’d’ n X =xu of 3 
onto .Y is a Boolean isomorphimn, and ~(x’d’d’ n X)=x’d’d’. 
(ii) If 28(X’) t ac s as an algebra of projections on X’, then L%(X) acts 
as an algebra of projections on X. Furthermore for every B’ E 93(X’) we 
have that X n B’ E .93(X) and v(X n B’) = (X n B’)d’d’ = v(X n B’). The 
mapping B’ -+ B’ n X of i@I(X’) onto a(X) is a Boolean &morphism. 
PROOF. (i) is an immediate consequence of (1.3), (3.6) and (3.7). 
(ii) From (i) it follows that % acts as a ring of projections on X. In 
view of this the only thing we have to show that S is Dedekind complete. 
To this end, observe first that x’ is Dedekind complete and that conse- 
quently the space (Q,‘, x) is extremally disconnected. Since, by (3.6), 
9 is a x-homeomorphism it follows that (Q,, x) is extremally disconnected. 
Assume now that (xzdd} is a non-empty subset of 9 directed upwards and 
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bounded by x&d. Since the sets b> o are open as well as closed it follows 
that A = lJ (,u& C {P}~~. Since (a,, x) is extremally disconnected and A 
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is the closure of an open set it follows that A is open and closed. From the 
fact that 9’ is a Boolean ring it follows, using (1.2), that the sets {,u}% are 
x-compact. Hence, A C &} Z0 implies that A is open, closed and x-compact, 
and so is of the form A = +}2: for some x E X. It is clear that &}% is an 
upper bound for the family (~~66). Let ydd be another upper bound. Then it 
follows immediately that A C {P}~, and so {pjZ C (ply implies xdd C ydd. 
Thus x&d is the supremum of the family {xTdd>; and the proof is finished. 
We shall now apply the above result to the theory of Riesz spaces. We 
recall that if L is a Riesz space then L is said to have the quasi-principal 
projection property (q.p.p. prop.) whenever %L acts as a ring of projections 
on XL. Similarly, L is said to have the quasi projection property (q.p. 
prop.) whenever $9(L) acts as a Boolean algebra of projection on XL. 
The word “quasi” refers to the fact that we consider in the above defi- 
nitions disjoint complements rather than bands. If L is Archimedean, 
then the word “quasi” is dropped, since, in that case, every band is a 
disjoint complement and there is no such distinction ([5], Theorem 22.3). 
(3.9) THEOREM. Let L be a Riesz subspace of a Riesz space L’ and 
assume th4zt L covers L’ and v maps prime ideals in L into prime ideals in L’. 
(i) If L’ has the q.p.p. prop., then L hx~ the q.p.p. prop. Furthermore, 
for every f’ EL’ there exists an element f EL such that fd’d’= f’d’d’. The 
mapping f’d’d’ --f f’d’d’ r\ L of ZL’ onto SL is a Boolean isomorphism, and 
Y(f’d’d’ n L) = f’d’d’. 
(ii) If L’ has the q.p. prop., then L has the q.p. prop. Furthermore, 
for each B’ E GQL’) we have that B’ n L E Z%‘(L) and (B’ n L)d’d’=B’. The 
mapping B’ + B’ n L of @(L’) onto 93(L) is a Boolean isomorphism, and 
pl(B’ n L) = B’. 
If, in addition, L’ is Archimedean, then (i) as well as (ii) implies that L 
is strongly order dense in L’. 
If L’ is the Dedekind completion of an Archimedean Riesz space L, 
then L is strongly order dense in L’ and L covers L’. Furthermore, g(L’) 
and S?(L) are isomorphis but, in general, a(L) need not act as an algebra 
of projections on L. For this case, Theorem 3.9 (ii) is due to K. K. KTJTTY 
and J. QUINN [4]. Our proof, however, is quite different. 
From Theorem 42.6 of [5] the following result now follows immediately. 
(3.10) THEOREM. Let L be a Riesx subspace of an Archimedean Riesx 
space L’ and assume that L covers L’. If L’ has the projection property, 
and q~ maps prime i&&s into prime ideals, then L= L’ if and only if L 
is uniformly complete; and, in that case, L is De&kind complete. 
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